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Opinion
Justice Ginsburg announced the judgment of the Court and delivered an opinion, in which The
Chief Justice, Justice Breyer, and Justice Sotomayor join.
John Yates, a commercial fisherman, caught undersized red grouper in federal waters in the
Gulf of Mexico. To prevent federal authorities from confirming that he had harvested undersized
fish, Yates ordered a crew member to toss the suspect catch into the sea. For this offense, he
was charged with, and convicted of, violating 18 U.S.C. §1519, which provides:
“Whoever knowingly alters, destroys, mutilates, conceals, covers up, falsifies, or makes a
false entry in any record, document, or tangible object with the intent to impede, obstruct, or
influence the investigation or proper administration of any matter within the jurisdiction of
any department or agency of the United States or any case filed under title 11, or in relation
to or contemplation of any such matter or case, shall be fined under this title, imprisoned not
more than 20 years, or both.”
Yates . . . maintains that fish are not trapped within the term “tangible object,” as that term is
used in §1519.
[3]Section 1519 was enacted as part of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, 116 Stat. 745,
legislation designed to protect investors and restore trust in financial markets following the
collapse of Enron Corporation. A fish is no doubt an object that is tangible; fish can be seen,
caught, and handled, and a catch, as this case illustrates, is vulnerable to destruction. But it
would cut §1519 loose from its financial-fraud mooring to hold that it encompasses any and all
objects, whatever their size or significance, destroyed with obstructive intent. Mindful that in
Sarbanes-Oxley, Congress trained its attention on corporate and accounting deception and
cover ups, we conclude that a matching construction of §1519 is in order: A tangible object
captured by §1519, we hold, must be one used to record or preserve information. . . .
II
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act, all agree, was prompted by the exposure of Enron’s massive
accounting fraud and revelations that the company’s outside auditor, Arthur Andersen LLP, had
systematically destroyed potentially incriminating documents. The Government acknowledges
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that §1519 was intended to prohibit, in particular, corporate document-shredding to hide
evidence of financial wrongdoing. . . .
In the Government’s view, §1519 extends beyond the principal evil motivating its passage. The
words of §1519, the Government argues, support reading the provision as a general ban on the
spoliation of evidence, covering all physical items that might be relevant to any matter under
federal investigation.
Yates urges a contextual reading of §1519, tying “tangible object” to the surrounding words, the
placement of the provision within the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and related provisions enacted at the
same time, in particular §1520 and §1512(c)(1). Section 1519, he maintains, targets not all
manner of evidence, but records, documents, and tangible objects used to preserve them, e.g.,
computers, servers, and other media on which information is stored.
We agree with Yates and reject the Government’s unrestrained reading. “Tangible object” in
§1519, we conclude, is better read to cover only objects one can use to record or preserve
information, not all objects in the physical world.

A
[6]The ordinary meaning of an “object” that is “tangible,” as stated in dictionary definitions, is “a
discrete . . . thing,” Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 1555 (2002), that “possess[es]
physical form,” Black’s Law Dictionary 1683 (10th ed. 2014). From this premise, the
Government concludes that “tangible object,” as that term appears in §1519, covers the
waterfront, including fish from the sea.
Whether a statutory term is unambiguous, however, does not turn solely on dictionary definitions
of its component words. Rather, “[t]he plainness or ambiguity of statutory language is
determined [not only] by reference to the language itself, [but as well by] the specific context in
which that language is used, and the broader context of the statute as a whole.” . . .
B
Familiar interpretive guides aid our construction of the words “tangible object” as they appear in
§1519.
We note first §1519’s caption: “Destruction, alteration, or falsification of records in Federal
investigations and bankruptcy.” That heading conveys no suggestion that the section prohibits
spoliation of any and all physical evidence, however remote from records. Neither does the title
of the section of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in which §1519 was placed, §802: “Criminal penalties
for altering documents.” 116 Stat. 800. Furthermore, §1520, the only other provision passed as
part of §802, is titled “Destruction of corporate audit records” and addresses only that specific
subset of records and documents. While these headings are not commanding, they supply cues
that Congress did not intend “tangible object” in §1519 to sweep within its reach physical objects
of every kind, including things no one would describe as records, documents, or devices closely
associated with them. . . .
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The contemporaneous passage of §1512(c)(1), which was contained in a section of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act discrete from the section embracing §1519 and §1520, is also instructive.
Section 1512(c)(1) provides:
“(c) Whoever corruptly—
“(1) alters, destroys, mutilates, or conceals a record, document, or other object, or attempts
to do so, with the intent to impair the object’s integrity or availability for use in an official
proceeding
.....
“shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both.”
The legislative history reveals that §1512(c)(1) was drafted and proposed after §1519. The
Government argues, and Yates does not dispute, that §1512(c)(1)’s reference to “other object”
includes any and every physical object. But if §1519’s reference to “tangible object” already
included all physical objects, as the Government and the dissent contend, then Congress had
no reason to enact §1512(c)(1): Virtually any act that would violate §1512(c)(1) no doubt would
violate §1519 as well, for §1519 applies to “the investigation or proper administration of any
matter within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United States . . . or in relation
to or contemplation of any such matter,” not just to “an official proceeding.”
The Government acknowledges that, under its reading, §1519 and §1512(c)(1) “significantly
overlap.” Nowhere does the Government explain what independent function §1512(c)(1) would
serve if the Government is right about the sweeping scope of §1519. We resist a reading of
§1519 that would render superfluous an entire provision passed in proximity as part of the same
Act. . . .
The words immediately surrounding “tangible object” in §1519—“falsifies, or makes a false entry
in any record [or] document”—also cabin the contextual meaning of that term. As explained in
Gustafson v. Alloyd Co., 513 U.S. 561, 115 S. Ct. 1061, 131 L. Ed. 2d 1 (1995), we rely on the
principle of noscitur a sociis—a word is known by the company it keeps—to “avoid ascribing to
one word a meaning so broad that it is inconsistent with its accompanying words, thus giving
unintended breadth to the Acts of Congress.” Id. at 575, 115 S. Ct. 1061, 131 L. Ed. 2d 1). . . .
“Tangible object” is the last in a list of terms that begins “any record [or] document.” The term is
therefore appropriately read to refer, not to any tangible object, but specifically to the subset of
tangible objects involving records and documents, i.e., objects used to record or preserve
information. . . .
This moderate interpretation of “tangible object” accords with the list of actions §1519
proscribes. The section applies to anyone who “alters, destroys, mutilates, conceals, covers up,
falsifies, or makes a false entry in any record, document, or tangible object” with the requisite
obstructive intent. (Emphasis added.) The last two verbs, “falsif[y]” and “mak[e] a false entry in,”
typically take as grammatical objects records, documents, or things used to record or preserve
information, such as logbooks or hard drives. It would be unnatural, for example, to describe a
killer’s act of wiping his fingerprints from a gun as “falsifying” the murder weapon. But it would
not be strange to refer to “falsifying” data stored on a hard drive as simply “falsifying” a hard
drive. . . .
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Having used traditional tools of statutory interpretation to examine markers of congressional
intent within the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and §1519 itself, we are persuaded that [18]an aggressive
interpretation of “tangible object” must be rejected. It is highly improbable that Congress would
have buried a general spoliation statute covering objects of any and every kind in a provision
targeting fraud in financial record keeping. . . .

C
Finally, if our recourse to traditional tools of statutory construction leaves any doubt about the
meaning of “tangible object,” as that term is used in §1519, we would invoke the rule that
“ambiguity concerning the ambit of criminal statutes should be resolved in favor of lenity.” That
interpretative principle is relevant here, where the Government urges a reading of §1519 that
exposes individuals to 20-year prison sentences for tampering with any physical object that
might have evidentiary value in any federal investigation into any offense, no matter whether the
investigation is pending or merely contemplated, or whether the offense subject to investigation
is criminal or civil. . . .
For the reasons stated, we resist reading §1519 expansively to create a coverall spoliation
evidence statute, advisable as such a measure might be. Leaving that important decision
Congress, we hold that a “tangible object” within §1519’s compass is one used to record
preserve information. The judgment of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit
therefore reversed, and the case is remanded for further proceedings.
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It is so ordered.

Dissent
Justice Kagan, with whom Justice Scalia, Justice Kennedy, and Justice Thomas join,
dissenting.
A criminal law, 18 U.S.C. §1519, prohibits tampering with “any record, document, or tangible
object” in an attempt to obstruct a federal investigation. This case raises the question whether
the term “tangible object” means the same thing in §1519 as it means in everyday language—
any object capable of being touched. The answer should be easy: Yes. The term “tangible
object” is broad, but clear. Throughout the U.S. Code and many States’ laws, it invariably covers
physical objects of all kinds. And in §1519, context confirms what bare text says: All the words
surrounding “tangible object” show that Congress meant the term to have a wide range. That fits
with Congress’s evident purpose in enacting §1519: to punish those who alter or destroy
physical evidence—any physical evidence—with the intent of thwarting federal law enforcement.
The plurality instead interprets “tangible object” to cover “only objects one can use to record or
preserve information.” Ante, at 536, 191 L. Ed. 2d, at 75. In my view, conventional tools of
statutory construction all lead to a more conventional result: A “tangible object” is an object
that’s tangible. I would apply the statute that Congress enacted and affirm the judgment below.
I
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While the plurality starts its analysis with §1519’s heading, I would begin with §1519’s text.
When Congress has not supplied a definition, we generally give a statutory term its ordinary
meaning. As the plurality must acknowledge, the ordinary meaning of “tangible object” is “a
discrete thing that possesses physical form. A fish is, of course, a discrete thing that possesses
physical form. See generally Dr. Seuss, One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish (1960). So the
ordinary meaning of the term “tangible object” in §1519, as no one here disputes, covers fish
(including too-small red grouper).
That interpretation accords with endless uses of the term in statute and rule books as construed
by courts. Dozens of federal laws and rules of procedure (and hundreds of state enactments)
include the term “tangible object” or its first cousin “tangible thing”—some in association with
documents, others not. . . . To my knowledge, no court has ever read any such provision to
exclude things that don’t record or preserve data; rather, all courts have adhered to the statutory
language’s ordinary (i.e., expansive) meaning. . . . No surprise, then, that—until today—courts
have uniformly applied the term “tangible object” in §1519 in the same way. . . .
That is not necessarily the end of the matter; I agree with the plurality (really, who doesn't?) that
context matters in interpreting statutes. . . . But . . . here the text and its context point the same
way.
Begin with the way the surrounding words in §1519 reinforce the breadth of the term at issue.
Section 1519 refers to “any” tangible object, thus indicating (in line with that word’s plain
meaning) a tangible object “of whatever kind.” Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 97
(2002). This Court has time and again recognized that “any” has “an expansive meaning,”
bringing within a statute’s reach all types of the item (here, “tangible object”) to which the law
refers. And the adjacent laundry list of verbs in §1519 (“alters, destroys, mutilates, conceals,
covers up, falsifies, or makes a false entry”) further shows that Congress wrote a statute with a
wide scope. Those words are supposed to ensure—just as “tangible object” is meant to—that
§1519 covers the whole world of evidence-tampering, in all its prodigious variety. . . .
III
If none of the traditional tools of statutory interpretation can produce today’s result, then what
accounts for it? The plurality offers a clue when it emphasizes the disproportionate penalties
§1519 imposes if the law is read broadly. . . .
But whatever the wisdom or folly of §1519, this Court does not get to rewrite the law. “Resolution
of the pros and cons of whether a statute should sweep broadly or narrowly is for Congress.”
Rodgers, 466 U.S., at 484, 104 S. Ct. 1942, 80 L. Ed. 2d 492. If judges disagree with
Congress’s choice, we are perfectly entitled to say so—in lectures, in law review articles, and
even in dicta. But we are not entitled to replace the statute Congress enacted with an alternative
of our own design.
I respectfully dissent.
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